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The Five Types of Claims, and Their Corresponding Support 

In an academic essay, a claim is often referred to as a thesis statement.  When a claim is situ-

ated as the last sentence of an introduction paragraph, and the claim serves as the guiding, orga-

nizing force of the entire essay, it is also referred to as a major claim.   Here are five types of 

claims which often serve as major claims in academic essays: 

1) Claims of fact need to be supported by compelling evidence. A major claim of this kind 

might involve an essay based on something verifiable; such as, the facts surrounding a histori-

cal event.  Another fact based major claim may involve something like fossil evidence sup-

porting the claim that humans evolved from other species, or statistics that national unem-

ployment has fallen dramatically, according to the United States of Labor Statistics, from 

9.8% in Jan 2010 to 5.3% in July 2015    

2) Claims of definition need to be supported by acknowledging definitions from reliable, acad-

emic sources.  Avoid shortcuts such as “The Dictionary defines...as.” An audience can walk 2 

steps over to the bookshelf and find information in this manner.  If you want to define something, 

use reliable sources to help, and demonstrate to your audience you’ve done research on the sub-

ject, and not just whipped out your dictionary.  Major claims of this kind may involve an essay 

which argues how marriage is defined, how courage is defined, or how socialism is defined, etc.  

3) Claims of cause need to be supported by establishing a clear relationship between the cause 

and its effect.  There should be no “jumps” in between the Claim of cause and its effect.  If 

you’re claiming something was caused by something else, make sure you articulate the relation-

ship between the two.  Major claims of this kind may involve an essay which discusses the caus-
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es of the global economic collapse of 2008, or an argument for the causes of a particular type of 

cancer. 

4) Claims of value need to be supported by compelling examples, anecdotes, or even a personal 

story.  The story or anecdote should convey purpose.  Your audience should understand the sto-

ry’s relevance within the context of the value claim your making.  An essay which includes 

quotes from a philosopher who discusses ethics would be a great way to support a claim of value.  

5) Claims of policy need to be supported by research you’ve done on existing policies and who 

made these policies. If you are agreeing, disagreeing, or establishing your own policy on an is-

sue, make sure you’ve commented extensively on the policy arguments made by policy makers.  

Policy based arguments exist on various levels: campus, town, county, state, national and even 

global. Examples of some policy arguments may include: smoking on campus; alcohol ordi-

nances in a town or county; education policy for a given state; and international environmental 

polices agreed upon by nations.    

When examining an essay to determine its overall persuasiveness,  a good place to start is with 

the major claim.  Major claims in essays usually appear fairly early; often in the introduction 

paragraph.  If one finds the major claim—a sentence which contains the main ideas of the entire 

article—then one can go about discussing how persuasive the support is. 


